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Abstract
This paper reports the findings of a survey of the reasons for adoption or non-adoption of sustainable practices by hotels in the greater Auckland region.

New Zealand prides itself on its clean green image. For over ten years Tourism New Zealand has used this catch cry to promote New Zealand. However some customers are becoming increasing aware that New Zealand is not as green as it portrays, many are actively choosing to stay in accommodation that is really green.

A major longitudinal study of sustainability in SME’s by Waikato University includes a small representation of the retail hotel and restaurants sector (11%) amongst the industries respondents (Collins, Lawrence, Roper & Haar, 2010). While that work indicates an increase in the adoption of sustainable business practices, this survey focuses primarily on the hospitality sector of the tourism industry, to provide a more in-depth review of the adoption such practices.

The Tourism Industry Association (2011) ‘Strategy towards 2015’ is based on the principles adopted of Kaitiakitanga and Manaakitanga. ‘Kaitiakitanga’ means guardianship, care and protection. It provides a basis for an approach to sustainably managing the natural and cultural environment for current and future generations. ‘Manaakitanga’ means sharing exceptional and natural hospitality, knowledge and beliefs, on the basis of mutual respect between host and visitor.

Rod Oram (2011), a business commentator, headlined an article about the 2011 merger of Business New Zealand’s Sustainability Business Forum and the New Zealand Business Council for Sustainable Development Sustainability into a new entity the Sustainable Business forum as “Sustainability key to success.” Oram noted that the three top reasons that companies adopted sustainable practices were to improve efficiency and reduce costs, safeguard their reputation and thirdly to spur growth.

This research quantifies the extent of the adoption of sustainable practices, and the reasons for their adoption or otherwise amongst Auckland hotels.
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Methodology
Replicate early sustainability research of Collins, Lawrence, Roper and Hear but apply to hospitality industry and Auckland hotels in particular.
Initial search of tourism accommodation websites suggested 200 hotels in greater Auckland.
Discovered many listed hotels did not meet usual criteria of a hotel, e.g. no inhouse restaurant.
Ethics approval from partner institutions Unitec and AUT
Personal phone call to establish email contact details
Seven interviews and invitation to respond on line Voic.
Reminders and offer of personal interview,
47 respondents 80 Auckland hotels

Background
Dr Eva Colline, Prof Stewart Lawrence, Prof Juliet Roper and Dr Jarrod Haar Waikato Management School University of Waikato, Longitudinal study in 2003, 2006, 2010 but only 11% respondents from hotel, restaurant sector.
Adoption or not of sustainable business practices?
Importance of social and environmental strategies in sustainable strategy
Tourism Industry strategy "Towards 2025" is based on the principles of Kaitiakitanga and Manaakitanga

Geographic scale of company

Kaitiakitanga and Manaakitanga

"Kaitiakitanga" = guardianship, care and protection.
Provides a basis for an approach to sustainably managing the natural and cultural environment for current and future generations.
"Manaakitanga" means sharing exceptional and natural hospitality, knowledge and beliefs, on the basis of mutual respect between host and visitor.
Oram (2011) "Sustainability key to success" concludes companies adopted sustainable practices to:
1: improve efficiency and reduce costs
2: safeguard their reputation and
3: to spur growth

Family owned or operated

No
Yes
No
**Internal pressure to improve socially related activities**

**Factors influencing implementation environmental and/or social activities**

**External pressure to improve socially related activities**

**Information to facilitate sustainability strategy**

- "Clear cases with ROI figures-how it will improve the business"
- "e-File, paper-less environment"
- "Easy access to sustainable business ideas, suggestions for improvements, suggestions of good websites or and newsletters to follow"
- "Educating the upper management more frequently"
- "Government / Council initiatives"
- "Local Sustainable Innovation Expo"
- "Model templates"
- "Some direction from TNZ so that hotel strategy is in sync"

**Barriers to adoption environ/social activities**

**Organisational Membership by business (or staff)**
Conclusions

Respondents generally aware of positive effect of environmental and social sustainability practices, but not all have measurable goals.

Enthusiasm of managers, employees important as well as programmes such as Planet 21, CarbonZero.

More examples of sustainable practices.

Promulgation of international websites and organisations that assist with examples of sustainable business practices.

Further analysis of this dataset, ANOVA tests of business engagement by business/size.

Expand research beyond Auckland hotels across tourism providers, but determine who can respond to a survey, e.g. HS manager to increase initial response rate beyond 50%.
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